… Then I Met My Sister by Christine Hurley Deriso
Summer Stetson feels overshadowed by her dead sister,
Shannon, but a secret birthday gift from her aunt reveals
Shannon's diary and Summer uses this gift to gain a better
understanding of her sister and their family.

Trafficked by Kim Purcell
Seventeen-year-old Hannah comes to Los Angeles from Moldova
to be a nanny but soon finds she isn't being paid for the long hours
she's putting in and isn't allowed out of the house.

Variant by Robinson Wells
After years in foster homes, seventeen-year-old Benson Fisher
applies to New Mexico's Maxfield Academy in hopes of
securing a brighter future, but instead he finds that the school is
a prison and no one is what he or she seems.

What Can’t Wait by Ashley Perez
Marooned in a broken-down Houston neighborhood--and in a
Mexican immigrant family where making ends meet matters
much more than making it to college--smart, talented Marissa
seeks comfort elsewhere when her home life becomes
unbearable.

Students:
To be eligible to vote for your favorite book, you must read at least three of the
nominee titles by 1/31/2014. Voting takes place in early February. For more
information about the SC Young Adult Book Awards program, see a library staff
member.
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Between Shades of Gray by Ruta Sepetys
In 1941, fifteen-year-old Lina, her mother, and brother are pulled
from their Lithuanian home by Soviet guards and sent to Siberia,
where her father is sentenced to death in a prison camp while she
fights for her life, vowing to honor her family and the thousands like
hers by burying her story in a jar on Lithuanian soil.

Bitter End by Jennifer Brown
When seventeen-year-old Alex starts dating Cole, a new boy at
her high school, her two closest friends increasingly mistrust
him as the relationship grows more serious.
Cinder by Marissa Meyer
Cinder, a gifted mechanic and a cyborg with a mysterious past, is
blamed by her stepmother for her stepsister's illness while a deadly
plague decimates the population of New Beijing, but when Cinder's
life gets intertwined with Prince Kai's, she finds herself at the center
of an intergalactic struggle.

Delirium by Lauren Oliver
Lena looks forward to receiving the government-mandated cure
that prevents the delirium of love and leads to a safe,
predictable, and happy life, until ninety-five days before her
eighteenth birthday and her treatment, when she falls in love.
South Carolina Association of School Librarians
PO Box 2442, Columbia, SC 29202
http://scasl.net/awards/book-awards/

Die for Me by Amy Plum
After their parents are killed in a car accident, sixteen-year-old
Kate Mercier and her older sister Georgia, each grieving in her
own way, move to Paris to live with their grandparents and Kate
finds herself powerfully drawn to the handsome but elusive
Vincent who seems to harbor a mysterious and dangerous secret.

Divergent by Veronica Roth
In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose
among five predetermined factions to define her identity for the
rest of her life, a decision made more difficult when she discovers
that she is an anomoly who does not fit into any one group, and
that the society she lives in is not perfect after all.
The Fault in Our Stars by John Green
Sixteen year old Hazel, who has cancer, meets Augustus at a
kids-with-cancer support group and as they fall in love they both
wonder how they will be remembered.
The Final Four by Paul Volponi
Four players at the Final Four of the
NCAA basketball tournament struggle
with the pressures of tournament play
and the expectations of society at large.

How to Save a Life by Sara Zarr
Told from their own viewpoints, seventeen-year-old Jill, in grief
over the loss of her father, and Mandy, nearly nineteen, are
thrown together when Jill's mother agrees to adopt Mandy's
unborn child but nothing turns out as they had anticipated.

Legend by Marie Lu
In a dark, futuristic United States, a 15-year old girl prodigy is
hired to hunt down a famous 15-year old boy criminal.

Michael Vey: The Prisoner in Cell 25 by Richard Paul Evans
Fourteen-year-old Michael discovers he has special electrical
powers and, with the help of his best friends, becomes aware that
there are other teens with similar powers, but something or someone
is hunting them. After Michael's mother is kidnapped, he will need
to rely on his powers and his friends to rescue his mom, protect
himself, and save the others.

The Name of the Star by Maureen Johnson
Rory, of Boueuxlieu, Louisiana, is spending a year at a London
boarding school when she witnesses a murder by a Jack the Ripper
copycat and becomes involved with the very unusual investigation.

The Queen Of Water by Laura Resau and Maria Virginia
Farinango
Living in a village in Ecuador, a Quechua Indian girl is sent to
work as an indentured servant for an upper class "mestizo" family.
The Running Dream by Wendelin Van
Draanen
When a school bus accident leaves sixteenyear-old Jessica an amputee, she returns to school with a prosthetic
limb and her track team finds a wonderful way to help rekindle her
dream of running again.
Shine by Lauren Myracle
When her best friend falls victim to a vicious hate crime, sixteenyear-old Cat sets out to discover the culprits in her small North
Carolina town.
Stay by Deb Caletti
Clara and her father travel to a remote region of
Washington State when she notices that her boyfriend, Christian, is
developing obsessive behaviors, and after arriving, Clara meets two
brothers who captain a sailboat, a lighthouse keeper who is hiding
something, and a friend of her father who knows the lighthouse
keeper's secret.

All media specialists should review all titles and add them to their collection only if the titles meet the criteria established by District Board Policy and Library Media Center Policy & Procedure guidelines. We recommend that
others interested in purchasing these titles read reviews and scan materials to determine the appropriateness for their intended readers.

